3o8  A SHORT HISTORY OF THE BRITISH ARMY
In that month Bulgaria, ever the bitter foe of Serbia, was
induced by the blandishments and promises of the Central
Powers to'throw in her lot with them and co-operate in a
renewed attack on her western neighbour. This offensive, in
which Austrian and German troops delivered the main blow
from the north, while the Bulgarians thrust into the Serbian
flank and rear from the east, met with full success, and the
remnants of the defeated army were forced to a grim retreat
westward through the mountains of Albania to the Adriatic,
where they were sent round by sea to Salonica. Here a small
Allied force under the French General Sarrail had landed in
insufficient numbers and too late to render the doomed country
aid ; here, in what the Germans sarcastically called " their
largest internment camp/' it was to remain for the rest of the,
war, a prey to disease and internal dissension,* and hampered
by political complications with officially neutral Greece, on
whose soil it was stationed. It was thus able to do little to
justify its presence and the cost of its maintenance tintil the
autumn of 1918, when it suddenly issued forth and fell upon
and dispersed the war-weary Bulgarian army left on guard over it.
The resultant opening of the through route from Germany
via the Balkans to Turkey rendered the abandonment of the
Gallipoli campaign all but inevitable, in default of one last
effort to force the Straits, against which the Government
quickly decided. But the only possible alternative course,
though long debated, was too unwelcome to be lightly accepted.
For weeks the final decision to evacuate the peninsula was post-
poned, until at last at the end of November the breaking of
a fierce blizzard, which caused the most cruel havoc among
the troops on the exposed uplands of the peninsula, warned aS
concerned that further delay might well have fatal consequences,
for the season of storms, when evacuation would be out of the •
question, was already at hand. The eventual withdrawal,
which had been dreaded as likely to be complicated, perilous,
and costly, was carried out without a hitch or a casualty under
the very beards of the unsuspecting Turks ; but, though a
creditable feat of organisation, it could not redeem the utter
failure of an enterprise which had opened with such fair prospects
and had been attended with such a wealth of gallantry and self-
sacrifice. Never had any band of mortals so richly deserved
the success they had so tragically failed to command as our army
which fought in Gallipoli,
In Egypt, besides the drafts constantly passing through
en route for the various Eastern fronts, there remained throughout
the whole of the year 1915 an excessively large army of over a
quarter of a million men on guard, waiting for a renewal of the

